TEMPO FINISHES – SUPERFLITE
CM

AIRCRAFT ENAMEL

PREMIUM SELF-ETCHING PRIMER

Etches and primes in one easy step. Can be used under
all today’s automotive finishes. Perfect for spot repairs.
Creates superior adhesion on most plastics, fiberglass,
bare steel, aluminum and stainless steel. Color: Green,
12oz. Spray Can....................P/N 09-02099............$10.50
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CAN-GUN

Can-Gun is an aerosol spray can trigger handle
which makes painting, cleaning, and lubricating
jobs safer and easier. The user-friendly form-fit
handle and trigger eliminates finger fatigue and
provides the user with accurate control over the
amount, speed, and direction of spray. The builtin safety shield insures no more messy hands or
fingers. Sprays virtually all spray paints, lacquers,
polishes, cleaners, lubricants, sealers, and adhesives and Can-Gun fits most spray cans.
P/N 09-14760........$1.85 ea.
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EPOXY PROPELLER COATING

Extends blade life. Tempo’s Epoxy Propeller Coating is
formulated with the extra adhesion and abrasion resistance needed to protect pro
pel
lers from corrosion and
wear. Compared to standard enamel and lacquer paints,
our epoxy formula stays on the blade more flying hours;
hence, with regular use, this formula can extend blade
life.
Flat Black...............................P/N 09-00982..............$8.95
Med. Gray..............................P/N 09-00983..............$8.95
(Matches Hartzell OE Gray)
White.....................................P/N 09-00992..............$8.95
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Krylon High Heat & Radiator Paint is ideal for mufflers,
radiators, and engine blocks. Withstands temperatures to
1200F. Guards against rust. Available in three colors. 12
oz. aerosol cans. 12 oz. Aerosol.
Aluminum...........................P/N 15-05467...............$14.50
White..................................P/N 15-08254...............$16.95
Black...................................P/N 15-08255...............$17.50

AIRCRAFT LACQUERS

Dries in under 15 minutes
Tempo’s Aircraft Lacquer is ideal when a very fast dry is
required. This blended nitrocellulose lacquer formula can
be applied to all interior and exterior aluminum and steel
surfaces, including wheels, landing gear and inside door
hatches. When additional corrosion protection is required,
we recommend Tempo Aircraft Enamel.
A880 Flat Black.....................P/N 09-04363..............$8.85
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TEMPO ENGINE ENAMEL

Resists heat to 500°F . Tempo’s Aircraft Engine enamel
withstands the high heat demands of aircraft engines.
This modified chain-stop alkyd enamel formula has excellent corrosion and fuel resistance.
All Tempo spray products feature the exclusive adjustable
Fanspray valve which offers a professional spray pattern
so anyone can “paint like a pro”. The extra-width pattern
evenly coats about 3 times the area with each pass compared with an ordinary spray valve. Packaged in 11 oz. to
16 oz. cans, depending on product.
WARNING: POSSIBLE LINK BETWEEN CHROMATE
PIGMENTS AND LUNG CANCER
Several independent technical studies have suggested
that excessive inhalation of zinc chromate dust may cause
lung cancer. If conditions are such that this limit may be
exceeded, additional protective equipment is required. A
respirator that has a NIOSH/MESA approval TC-23C. See
catalog for respirators that meet this requirement.
Lyc. Gray......................................................P/N 219.......................$8.50
Olds Cont. Gold............................................P/N 239.......................$8.50
Gloss Black..................................................P/N 09-00995..............$8.50
Purple...........................................................P/N 09-01998..............$6.95

VHT WRINKLE PLUS COAT

KRYLON AEROSOL
HIGH HEAT PAINT
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Excellent adhesion to aluminum and steel
Tempo’s Aircraft Enamel has been especially formulated
to adhere to aluminum and steel; providing excellent
corrosion resistance. Recommended applications are
all interior and exterior aluminum and steel surfaces,
including wheels, landing gear and inside door hatches.
For propeller blades, we recommend Epoxy Propeller
Coating.
Black .....................................P/N 09-00985 .............$8.50
Gloss White ..........................P/N 09-00989 .............$8.50
Flat Black ..............................P/N 09-02070..............$8.50

VHT Wrinkle Plus™ combines strong colors with a deep rich
texture for a custom look. It is temperature resistant to 350°F
(177°C) and is ideal for adding a touch of personal styling
to almost any metal surface. VHT Wrinkle Plus™ resists
color fading, grease, degreasers, and severe weather
conditions. This tough, durable finish is extremely resistant
to rust, corrosion, chipping and cracking. Applications:
Valve Covers, Metal Dashboards, Glove Boxes, Starters,
Door Panels, Shifters, Alternators, Firewalls Black SP201.
P/N 09-05684................$10.80

ZINC PHOSPHATE PRIMERS

Maximum adhesion to bare aluminum and steel Tempo’s
Zinc Phosphate Primers are recommended for priming
bare metal. These primers provide maximum bonding to
bare aluminum and steel. Tempo’s Primers have been the
workhorse in the aviation industry for many years.
The A-701 Yellow and A-702 Green Zinc Phosphate
Primers meet the performance standards outlined in
Federal Specification T-P-1757A. They also exceed the
800 hours of salt spray fog test (ASTM #B117). A-701 will
replace A-901 Yellow and A-702 will replace A-902 Green.
Yellow (12oz.) A-701.............P/N 09-02128..............$9.95
Green (12oz.) A-702..............P/N 09-02127..............$9.95

SUPERFLITE AIRCRAFT ENGINE ENAMELS

Superflite engine enamels are fast-drying enamels developed specifically for air-cooled aircraft engines used in light duty
aviation industries. The Superflite enamels feature superior adhesion, heat resistance, and a gloss finish. Cure Schedule:
Dry to touch: 15 minutes, Dry to handle: 60 minutes Dry through: 24 hours To recoat: Before 60 minutes , or after 72 hours
Benefits: Topcoat - Air dry or low temperature cure, For use on bare metal or painted surfaces Specifications: Shelf Life: 12
months at recommended storage temperatures, Heat Resistance: Up to 400 degree F.
Lycoming Grey Paint Quart...................................................................... P/N 09-02558................................................. $39.85
Lycoming Grey Paint Spray..................................................................... P/N 09-02556................................................. $11.95
TCM Gold Paint Quart............................................................................. P/N 09-02557................................................. $39.85
TCM Gold Paint Spray............................................................................. P/N 09-02550................................................. $11.95
Gloss Paint Black Quart........................................................................... P/N 09-02559................................................. $39.95
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